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ABSTRACT
High intensity focused ultrasound has considerable poten-

tial for the noninvasive treatment of localised disease. A detailed
understanding of the kinetics of tissue coagulation is required to
optimise ultrasonic parameters. In this presentation a theoretical
model was used to examine the effects of temperature dependent
ultrasonic attenuation and absorption on the transient tissue tem-
perature distributions and lesion dimensions. A finite difference
algorithm was used to solve numerically the nonlinear form of
the bioheat transfer equation in cylindrical coordinates. The le-
sion dimensions were calculated based on the time-temperature
distributions in tissue by using a thermal dose threshold to de-
fine the lesion boundaries. The results were compared to pub-
lished experimental data in which the the location of maximal en-
ergy deposition during short duration high intensity focused ul-
trasound irradiation of in vitro tissue was examined. It was found
that the theoretical model did not predict the size and shape of the
experimental lesions. To correctly predict lesion size and shape
much higher values of attenuation and absorption were required
than can be accounted for by thermal coagulation of the tissue
alone. The values used suggest that for intensities greater than
3030 W/cm2 the effective local attenuation/absorption in the fo-
cal region increased by a factor of 10-20. It is finally shown that
temperature dependent tissue changes should be incorporated in
thermal models to avoid underestimation of the induced temper-

1Address all correspondence to this author.

ature distributions during high intensity focused ultrasound ther-
apy.

1 Introduction
High intensity focused ultrasound (HIFU) has been used

clinically as a non-invasive surgical technique in the fields of
opthalmology (Burgess et al. 1986), neurology (Fry and Fry
1960), urology (Sanghvi et al. 1996) and oncology (Vallancien
et al. 1996). The tissue in the focal region of the ultrasound
beam coagulates and forms a “lesion” destroying the patholog-
ical tissue while sparing the surrounding healthy tissue. Treat-
ment optimisation however requires a detailed understanding of
the kinetics of lesion formation, particularly for large target vol-
umes that involve multiple sonications. To control the formation
of a lesion, it is desirable to avoid very high ultrasonic intensi-
ties that produce cavitation since this process is not well under-
stood and produces lesions of unpredictable size (Malcolm and
ter Haar 1996). In contrast, lesions produced through purely ther-
mal mechanisms have well defined and reproducible boundaries.
In this case tissue temperatures attained during the procedure can
be estimated using linear bioheat transfer models (Kolios et al.
1996).

The two most dominant tissue property variations that could
potentially effect the temperature distributionin-vivo are changes
in the tissue ultrasonic attenuation and absorption coefficients
and modifications to blood flow in the irradiated region. Recent
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Figure 1. The simulation geometry. A cylindrically symmetric
tissue volume was irradiated by a focused transducer.

work suggests that the attenuation and absorption coefficients in-
crease as a function of temperature and exposure time (Damianou
et al. 1995; Damianou et al. 1997; Gertner et al. 1997; Gertner
et al. 1998). This theoretical investigation examines the changes
in ultrasonic lesion size due to dynamic variations in the tissue
attenuation and absorption during HIFU therapy.

2 Methods
The temperature distribution in the heated tissues was cal-

culated using the Pennes bioheat transfer equation in cylindrical
coordinates assuming cylindrical symmetry:
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whereρ is the density (g/cm3), c is the specific heat capacity
(J/g/oC), T is the temperature (oC), k is the thermal conductivity
(W/cm/oC), w is the volumetric perfusion rate (g/cm3/s) andP
is the volumetric power deposition rate (W/cm3). Subscriptst, b
andart denote tissue, blood and arterial respectively.

The equation was solved using a finite difference compu-
tational model (Kolios et al. 1995). The method described in
Patankar (1980) was used to solve the nonlinear form of the equa-
tion in which tissue attenuation and absorption were temperature
dependent. To accelerate the calculations, a variable grid was
used in the radial direction that increased the grid spacingdr i

linearly from 0.001 mm at the origin to a maximum of 0.2 mm at
the edge. The axial spacing dz was set to 1 mm and the timestep
dt to 0.1 s or 0.01 s, depending on the rate of convergence of the
calculations. The computational domain radius was 2 cm (figure
1). This resulted in a mesh of 201 by 101 nodes. The values
assigned to the thermal properties used in equation 1 are listed
in table 1 and the ultrasonic parameters in table 2. The ambi-
ent temperature was set to 21ÆC to match the experimental data
(which is the boundary condition for all cylinder surfaces).

Table 1. List of thermal parameters used in simulations.

tissue/blood specific heat capacity, c (J/g/ÆC): 3.55

tissue/blood density,ρ (g/cm3): 1

tissue/blood conductivity, k (W/cm/ÆC): 0.005

Table 2. List of ultrasonic parameters used in simulations.

transducer frequency, f (MHz): 1.69

transducer radius of curvature, R (cm): 15

transducer diameter, D (cm): 8.4

intensity attenuation coefficient,ηo (Np/cm): 0.084

intensity attenuation coefficient,ηl (lesioned tissue) (Np/cm): 0.176

intensity absorption coefficient,µ (% of η ): 90

Lesion dimensions were calculated using a threshold ther-
mal dose to define the boundary between coagulated and normal
tissue. A thermal dose can be defined that relates the time (t)
required to produce an isoeffect (e.g. 3 logs of cell kill) at tem-
perature T to the equivalent time (TD43) which would be required
to produce the same effect at 43ÆC (Sapareto and Dewey 1984):

T D43�
tend

∑
t�to

2T�t��43∆t� T �� 42�5oC

T D43�
tend

∑
t�to

0�5T�t��42�5∆t� T � 42�5ÆC (2)

This expression has been shown to hold for experiments with
cell survival as the endpoint (for the temperature range of 41-
57ÆC, (Borelli et al. 1990)) and a similar expressionin vivo with
tissue necrosis as the endpoint (for the temperature range of 41-
48ÆC, (Linke et al. 1967)). The threshold used for tissue lesion-
ing (whitening) as the endpoint for thein-vitro experiments was
TD43 = 2x108 s.

The ultrasonic intensity distributions were calculated using
the method described in Arditi et al. (1981). The transducer
focal length f was 15 cm, its diameter was 10 cm (with an active
aperture of 8.4 cm) and was operated at 1.69 MHz. The power
absorption pattern in the tissues was calculated using:

P�r�z� t� � µ�r�z� t�I�r�z�e
� z

zo �η�r�z�t�dz (3)

where P is the power absorbed (W/cm3), µ is the ultrasound ab-
sorption coefficient (Np/cm),I�r�z� is the “free-field” intensity
profile of the beam (in a water-tank, W/cm2), η is the ultrasound
attenuation coefficient (Np/cm) andzo is the axial location of the
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Table 3. List of general parameters used in simulations.

ex-vivo bladder & liver threshold thermal dose,TD43 (s) : 2�108

in-vivo liver threshold thermal dose,TD43 (s): 3600

thermal dose threshold for onset of attenuation change ,TD43o (s): 6�103

thermal dose threshold for end of attenuation change ,TD43l (s): 6�108

waterbath/tissue boundary. To simplify and accelerate the cal-
culations, it was assumed that the free-field beam intensity I(r,z)
was not significantly distorted by the presence of the tissue and
that the attenuated beam can be calculated by integrating the at-
tenuation coefficient over the axial distance traversed. Numerical
integration was performed using the integration solver DQNC79
available through the SLATEC library2. The routine integrates a
function using a 7-point adaptive Newton-Cotes quadrature rule.

The change in attenuation and absorption as a function of
thermal dose was modeled according to the experimental data of
Damianou et al. (1995). The equation used to model the thermal
dose dependence of the ultrasonic attenuation was:

η�T D43� �
�ηl�ηo�

ln�T D43l �� ln�TD43o�
ln�T D43��C�

60�102s� TD43� 60�107s (4)

where the subscriptl refers to the tissue properties after which
tissue attenuation reaches a plateau and does not increase with
increasing thermal dose (lesioned tissue) ando refers to the ini-
tial properties before any changes have occurred as a result of
tissue heating. C in equation 4 represents a constant of the fitting
procedure (approximately equal toη o). Table 3 lists the values
used. Figure 2 plots the tissue attenuation as a function of ther-
mal dose. It was assumed that the ultrasonic absorption was 90%
of the value of attenuation (Gertner et al. 1997) throughout the
entire temperature range. Hence, any reference to changes into
attenuation imply a corresponding change in tissue absorption.

3 Results
The normalised free field intensity distribution of the calcu-

lated beam is shown in figure 3. The arrow joining the horizontal
lines delineates the axial portion of the free-field focal region
(the region enclosed by the 50% intensity contour). The area
enclosed in the focal region is a good predictor of lesion size
for short insonication times for lesions of thermal origin (Watkin
et al. 1996).

Figure 4 plots predicted lesion dimensions for the irradiation
of the in-vitro liver for both cases of no change in attenuation
(line labelled “nc”) and the attenuation changing as a function

2the code can be downloaded from the U.R.L. http://www.netlib.org
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Figure 2. Plot of perfusion (dotted line, left axis) and attenuation
(solid line, right axis) as a function of thermal dose according to
equation 4. The attenuation starts increasing at a T D43 of 100
minutes and remains constant beyond 108 minutes. Note that no
perfusion was assumed in the simulations presented however

of thermal dose according to equation 4 (line labelled “x2.1”).
The effects of changing attenuation on lesion location and size
are small, increasing with intensity. These results arein contrast
to the results reported by Watkin et al. (1996) for which the
lesions formed in the liver were not centred about the free-field
ultrasound focus.

Changes in the absorbed power distribution and tempera-
ture profiles due to anticipated increase in attenuation (by a fac-
tor of 2.1) are demonstrated in figure 5. The attenuation in-
crease results in increased power deposited in the tissue which
causes a substantial temperature increase at the focus compared
to the case of constant attenuation. However, lesion size does not
change appreciably and a slight (2 mm) shift of the lesion axial
midpoint occurs.

If the factor by which the attenuation increases is modified
in equation 4 from 2.1 to 5,10 or 20 while maintaining the same
thermal dose thresholds, there is a substantial change in the le-
sion shape and dimensions (figure 6). An attenuation increase
of this magnitude would be due to non-thermal mechanisms of
enhanced power deposition such as bubble formation and cavi-
tation. The general shape of the thermal dose isocontours shifts
from the typical “cigar shape” lesion to more of a “carrot shape”.
Although such lesion characteristics closely match those seen
experimentally, the change in axial location of the lesion front
does not match that recorded in the experiments of Watkin et al.
(1996); the experimental lesion front is located close to the sur-
face of the tissue/waterbath interface (corresponding to the axial
location of 3 cm in figure 6).
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Figure 3. Normalised intensity pattern contours for the trans-
ducer used in the simulations (10% contour lines). The arrow
joining the horizontal lines represents the axial extent of the fo-
cal region.

4 Discussion
For the lower intensities used in this work, there is a gen-

eral agreement between experiment and theory in terms of le-
sion size close to the focus. However, for higher intensities there
are disparities. The theoretical model did not predict that in the
in-vitro liver experiments the lesion boundary would extend be-
yond the axial location of 136 mm. In the experiments and for
the intensity of 4200 W/cm2 however the lesion front extended
to 124 mm. It is clear from the experimental data that either a
non-thermal source is the causative agent of the visible lesion or
the power deposition pattern is modified such that it significantly
migrates towards the transducer. The power deposition pattern
can be modified by any factors that would influence the terms in
equation 3.

Dynamic property changes in ultrasonic attenuation due to
tissue coagulation affect lesion formation, even for the short 2
second exposure time used in these simulations. Figure 5 demon-
strates the temperature profiles predicted with and without ac-
counting for dynamic changes in the attenuation and absorption
coefficient as a function of thermal dose. While the actual lesion
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Figure 4. Lesion contours calculated for the liver irradiations
with overlying structures as described in the main text for a) Isp

3430 W/cm2 (ηl� 1, 2.1 and 10 ηo) and b) Isp 4660 W/cm2 (ηl�

1, 2.1 and 10 ηo). Horizontal lines represent focal depth.

shape does not change significantly (figure 4), the increase in the
power absorbed and temperature at the focus is substantial. In
figure 5 the maximum temperature reached surpasses the boil-
ing point at which vapour may be formed in the tissue leading
to bubble formation. Furthermore, high temperatures reduce the
tissue cavitation threshold levels (Frizzell 1988; ter Haar 1988).
Therefore, the higher temperatures would favour the formation
of bubbles due to tissue boiling and would concurrently reduce
the tissue cavitation threshold levels.

Non-thermal damage can be caused by cavitation within the
tissue or in the watertank close to the tissue surface. Cavitation
refers to the process by which gas-filled or vapour-filled cavi-
ties (bubbles) are formed in a medium exposed to an ultrasonic
field (ter Haar 1988). Such cavities would scatter ultrasonic en-
ergy efficiently, enhancing tissue absorption in their near vicin-
ity and redirecting the ultrasound beam. Furthermore, if many
such cavities form they can act as a propagation barrier, reducing
the power deposited in the tissue beyond that barrier. Cavita-
tion most likely occurred in some of the experiments modeled
since the intensities used were greater than published cavitation
thresholds. Meanwhile, the cavitation threshold increases with
frequency and decreases with increasing gas content and temper-
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Figure 5. Changes in a) the axial power absorbed and b) the ax-
ial temperature profiles during the first and second seconds of the
HIFU exposure (Isp=1220 W/cm2) without (solid line) and with
(dashed line) taking into account changes in the liver attenua-
tion. Horizontal line in a) represents the 100ÆC mark (assumed
point at which tissue boils).

ature. Therefore cavitation is more likely to occur in hot regions
of the treatment field, especially in regions where the temperature
exceeds 100ÆC. This likely triggers a positive feedback loop in
which the increased attenuation/absorption creates higher tem-
peratures, more vapour, and thus cavitation nuclei.

The high absorption coefficients used in a subset of the sim-
ulations ranging from a factor of 5 to 20 greater than the non-
lesioned attenuation value (figures 6) can be thought to model the
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Figure 6. Changes in lesion shape and for t=2s irradiations
(Isp=3430 W/cm2) in which the change in attenuation coefficient
from non-lesioned to lesioned tissue varies from 2.1 to 20.

situation in which accumulation of vapour and bubbles would lo-
cally increase the attenuation coefficient. The theoretical model
in this case predicts some of the trends observed in the experi-
ments of Watkin et al. (1996): the increase in lesion width prox-
imal to the transducer, the migration (up to a certain point) of the
lesion front towards the transducer and the decrease of the max-
imum observed lesion depth. The overall result is a lesion the
resembles a “carrot” more than the traditional “cigar”.

The effect of bubble formation has been modeled as an in-
crease in the attenuation coefficient of the irradiated tissue that
follows the kinetics of tissue coagulation. The kinetics and
thresholds for bubble formation will undoubtedly be different
from those that govern tissue coagulation. However for the short
irradiations times used it can be thought as a first approximation.

Another interesting point is that the lesion threshold for tis-
sue necrosisin-vivo and for tissue whiteningin-vitro substan-
tially differ (table 3). This is because the endpoints are different:
in the one instance cell viability is assessed and in the other visi-
ble changes of a biochemical process which would require higher
temperatures and longer exposures. Notably, the threshold TD43

used to model tissue whitening derived by matching the experi-
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mental ox liver and theoretical lesion width at the focus is similar
to the thermal dose at which the change in attenuation plateaus
in dog liver (figure 2).

5 Conclusions
Changes in tissue ultrasonic attenuation and absorption dur-

ing HIFU irradiation of tissues are predicted to play an impor-
tant role in lesion creation if the intensities used are sufficient
to produce non-thermal effects. It is shown that if changes in
attenuation due to lesion formation are not taken into account,
then the temperatures predicted by thermal models underestimate
the tissue temperatures thus potentially missing undesirable ef-
fects such as tissue boiling and cavitation. Using the anticipated
change in attenuation due to tissue coagulation, the predicted le-
sions did not match qualitatively or quantitatively the experimen-
tal lesions produced by Watkin et al. (1996) for high intensities.
However, when increasing the attenuation up to twenty-fold in
the lesioned tissue to mimic enhanced attenuation due to bubble
formation, the lesions qualitatively match the mentioned lesions.
It was concluded that if all the tissue damage was of thermal ori-
gin, then the tissue attenuation must have increased by a factor of
10-20 to match the predicted and measured lesion shapes quali-
tatively.
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